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message such as, "You are directed to proceed to Rio 
and report to the senior officer present," would be 
translated in about four cipher words. Including the 
address and signature, therefore, ordinary messages 
sent directing the movements of vessels can be put 
into from three to ten cipher words. 

When the Navy Department gives out to the press 
cable messages received by the code, the words are so 
transposed as to be almost in reverse order to the way 
they came by wire. In no case is the literal transla
tion of the message given, for the reason that, notWith
standing the complicated character of the cipher. the 
secretary hesitates to furnish, even to the cable com� 
panies, a fragment of the key to the !Jade. Sh ould 
Secretary Herbert decide to make public a message 
from Admiral Benham, sayin� that the Detroit had 
been sunk in an engagement with an insurgent vessel. 
the message would be so thoroughly rearranged that 
the admiral would probably not recognize it himself 
again. 

The care with which the cipher code is guarded by 
naval officers and the necessity for transmitting impor
tant naval intelligence in the code were shown during 
the Chilean trouble. Admiral Brown having digcovered 
an important move on the part of the inSUrgents and 
desiring to communicate the fact to Washington, had 
a cipher message prepared to be forwarded. This mes
sage was written out about as follows: 
Secnav, Washin.qton.-

Abridero! ajacito, hiberia, abarloais, laufwerc ebaS-
cam. BROWN. 

have yet seen, broadly speaking, in proportion to the I placed in positions where it would be impossible to in
effect of fluid friction; and that in an ideally perfect traduce apparatus under any of the old methods. 
frictionless fluid there could be no resistance at all, It prevents one of the fruitful causes of trouble be
whatever the shape of the body. Then, as to a ship I tween firemen and sailors. and obviates the necessity 
or other body moving at the free and open water of calling the watch to assist in removing the ashes, 
space, he first noticed that this wave-making resist- and on whatever ship it is used it saves the firemen 
ance is a distinct and additional source of resistance. one of the hardest A,nil most wearisome of their duties. 
The general principle of the action by which a vessel 
impart� wave motion to the water she moves through, 
and so eXperiences resistance, might perhaps be best 
iIlust.rated by means of the closely analogous action 
of imparting swin�dng motion to a pendulum by dis-
turbing its point of suspension. What he called the 
direct wave-making resistance was the item of wave-
making resistance which it is most important to study, 
not because it Is by any meaml always the largest 
item, but because it is the only one which is critically or 
acutely sensitive to speed of ship, and is for that rea- ' 
son responsible for all the complication which at 
taches to the quest,ion of the best form of ship for 
given conditions. We may conclude that lowering 
the level of any element of the displacement of a 
ship wUI be most effective to reduce its potency to 
develop very .oblique wave making, Fet, at the same . - � 
time, up to a certain point, wlll not materially red uce 
its potency to develop direct wave making. And 
herein we seem to find the true explanation of tlJe 
effect which the V bow with fine water line has been 
found to possess as compared to the V bow with fuller 
water line, specially to diminish the oblique wave
mll.king resistance. For it is only just at the bow, and 
:in a minor degree at the stern, that the statical wave 
of a shipshape form presents features conducing to 
the formation of the very oblique Waves of short 
length crest to crest. 

THE HYDRO-PNEUMATIC EJECTOR. 
THE HYDRO-PNEUMA'l'IC EJECTOR. 

When translated the mesSage informed the secretary 
that" Admiral Brown reports the landing of 6,()()() men 
at Quinteros Bay, twenty miles north of Valparaiso, 
and that the government forces were preparing to ad
vance on them." This paraphrase of the message an
swered every practical purpose, but these curious 

It has been placed upon a great many steamships, 
and its use is attended with marked success in every 
case. -Ma'rine Engineer. 

AMERICAN MEN FOR THE NAVY. 

words would afford little clew to the public had they WE do not remember anything of a more simple na
been given out. In sending his message to the depart- ture than See's Patent Hydro-Pneumatic Ejector, 
ment the admiral was careful to guard against per- which we illustrate in the adjoining diagrams, for hoist
mitting the contents being known to the Balmaceda ing ashes from the stokehold on board a steamer. Re
forces, but the carel.QSsness of the officer filing' it at the ferring' to these diagrams, Fig. 1 is a side elevation of 
cable office came near causing serious trouble for the the apparatus, Fig. 2 is a plan of the same, and Fig. 3 
United States government. This officer WaS in the thel'lection of a steamer showing the apparatus fixed PRESENT conditions in the Hawaiian Islands and in 
employ of an American newspaper, and after seeing inplace with the delivery pipe overboard. Brazil must incline citizens most conservative as to our 
the cipher message off on the wire he filed a message The apparatus consists of a hopper into which the foreign policy to feel that the United States Navy ought 
to his paper, Which was a translation of the code mes- ashes to be thrown overboard are shoveled, and which to be strengthened. 
sage in plain English. The Chilean authorities learned is placed a little above the boiler room floor, the bottom! New men-of-war should be built after the best designs 
that the message had been sent, and accused the ad- of the hopper if- tlOnnected to the ejector, which has· by competent naval constructors. They should be 
mira I of giving information to the insurgents. Secre- suitable connection from a pump and also a discharge. officered by able men, guarded by well-drilled and 
tary Tracy heard of it, and but for strong political in- pipe leading upward and outward to the side of the equipped marines and manned by a crew less hetera
fluence and the requeflt of the newspaper editor, the ve<'sel ahove the water line. The hopper is provided geneous and more American than that to be found on 
officer would have been court martialed. with a hinged lid, which makes a water-tight joint some of the vessels now in service. 

Both the State and War Departments have cipher' upon the same by means of suitable clamping screws. F. M. Bennett, passed assistant engineer in our navy, 
codes, but they are very imperfect in comparison with A regulating cock or valve is provided on the pipe from I in a recent valuable and suggestive article in the United 
that of the Navy Department. Throughout the en- the pump. and a drain cock is situated at the lower: Service, states that the Enterprise sailed from New 
tire Hawaiian corre�pondence, when instructions were portion of the discharge pipe. When at rest the lid of York in 1887, with a crew, exclusive of officers and ma
bein� sent to Minister Willis and when he was an· the hopper is kept closed, and the jet cock as well as rines, numbering 138. Of these only 73 were native-
swermg the numerous questions of Secretary Gresham, born Americans. This is a much better showing than 
the navy code was used exclusively. All of Mr. Willis! that made by the ill-fated Ashuelot, when she went 
messages were put into cipher on the flagship Phila- down in the China Sea eleven years ago. Among her 
delphia at Honoluln and then sent over on the man 111 men, exclusive of marines, twenty nationalities were 
steamers. At San Francisco they were received by the represented and only 19 men were natives of the United 
government dispatch agent, who forwarded them Oyer 

I 
States. 

the continent by wire. They were then given tQ the Mr. Bennett has taken pains to collect statistics like 
naval experts for translation. In sending messages to these. and in his article on "American Men for the 
the minister the same method was followed. Navy" shows good grounds for change in the service 

It has often been said that officials of the State and and the basis upon which a change may be made. 
Navy Departments engaged In the work of translating He says: The materiel of our navy has completely 
and decipbering code messages have been bribed to cbanged in recent years, and, with only a few excep· 
impart important information to foreign governments. tions. our new ships have decided national characteris-
One of the most generally believed of these stories is tics; they are not only American in design and con-
that at the time of the Virginius affair, when the struction, but they carry with them that peculiar some-
United States was making demands upon Spain, the thing in style and appearance that distinguishes them 
Spanish government knew what was going on long be- in foreign ports from the warships of all other countries, 
fore the American minister did. Of course, no proof just as the Yankee dash and swing distinguishes the 
of the charge was ever forthcoming, and the officials American abroad from the Frenchman, the Russian, 
all say that it is impossible that it could be true. Still, or the Englishman. Rare specimens of the American 
stranger things have happened in the government de- naval officer, it is true, seek to disguise their nativity 
partments at Washington, of which the public has by the cultivation of a transatlantic accent; but there 
never been informed-B. Y. Sun. appears no good reason why the whole lService should 

follow suit by disguising our national vessels with 
SHIP RESISTANCE. 

UnDER thE' auspices of the Greenock Philosophical 
Society, on January 19, Mr. R. E. Froude, of London, delivered the Watt anniversary lecture, his subject 
being "Ship Resistance," which was illustrated by 
diagrams and lime light views. In the course of his 
lecture, Mr. Froude said that among the many appli
cations of the invention which we are accustomed to 
associate with the name of Watt, perhaps one of the 
most conspicuous is the use of steam for marine propul
sion; hence ship resistance suggested itself as an appro
priate subject for the lecture. His purpose waS to 
give an outline of the leading principles which enter 
into the subject. in ISO far as he himself understood 
them; those principles which we must in some 
measure understand and appreciate in order to be able 
to draw correct conclusions from particular facts of ex
perience, or to predict the effect of any novel feature 
in a ship or novel characteristic of her form. The 
most important step to take at the outset is to get rid 
of the very natural, but nevertheless mistaken notion, 
that a ship or a fish or other similar body moving 
through the water experiences resistance mainly and 
primarEy because it has to force the water out of its 
way. Until thirty or forty years ago the accE'pted 
theory of ship resistance, so far as there was any, was 
based upon this mistaken notion. the resistance being 
supposed to be due to the inertia of the water so dis
turbed. According to the now universally accepted 
theory, in an imperfect fluid such as water a fish or 
fish t.orpedo would experience resistance solely in 
virtue of the frictional imperfection of the fluid, and 
the degree of resistance would be (at least broadly 
rpeaking and presumably) proportional to the degree 
in which that frictional quality was present. In the 
case of a ship moving at the surface, the presence of 
the free surface, so far from diminishing the resistance, 
only introduces a new element of resistance, due to 
the formation of waves. Considering the modern 
theory as it applied solely to the case of a fish or fish 
torpedo, and dealing thus with submerged bodies, 
moving at steady speed, what the lecturer repre
sented was, briE'fly, that fluid resistance is inseparable 
from fluid friction; that fluid inertia only comes in as 
a source of resistance in virtue of and, so far as we 

the drain cock are kept shut. When it is desired to 
work the apparatus, the steam is turned on to the 
pump. After sufficient water pressure has been ob
tained in the pump, the jet cock is opened and the lid 
of the hopper raised. 

The only work now to be performed by the firemen 
is that of shoveling the ashes into the hopper. The 
ashes in their fall through the hopper encounter the 
jet of water from the pump, and are forced up and out 
of the discharge pipe some distance clear of the vessel 
by the combined action of the dynamic effect of the 
jet of water and the induced draught of air produced 
by the same. 

After the work is completed the lid of the hopper is 
closed and secured before the pump is stopped. This, 
however, is not absolutely necessary, for the reason 
that if the jet cock is closed very suddenly the whole 
of the water in the discharge pipe is carried out there-

foreign-tongned crews. Our shipE, engines, and guns 
are thoroughly American, and it is high time that the 
crews were Americanized by so modifying present naval 
practices as to make life on a man-of-war possible and 
even attractive for our citizens. Theories must be laid 
aside and some practical method put in operation 
whereby an American youth can find in the navy of 
his country an opportunity for a career at least equal 
to that open to him in trade or in the mechanic arts. 

To Americanize the service and make it sufficiently 
attractive for our native-born citizens to take it up as 
their career in life several propositions must be E'nacted 
into laws and put in operation; chief among which 
may be cited the following: 

1 The possibility of enlisted men becoming commis
sioned officers. 

2. An increase in the number of warrant officers, and 
restricting appointments to this class to the petty offi
cers of the navy. 

3. Increased respomdbility and dignity of position 
conferred upon petty officers on board Rhip. 

4. A retired list, or civil em ployment on shore, for 
enlisted men after long and faithful service. 

5. More attention given to the comfort of enlisted 
men in the design of ships and in the administrative 
details of life on board them. 

Regarding the first proposal, we would do well to 
adopt either the French or the English system of ad
vancing warrant officers, previously described, prefer
ably the Frenl'h system. The details of this system 
when put in operation would involve certain restric
tions as to age, length of service, conduct record, etc., 
and promotion would depend upon passing a profes
sional examination. As is the case in France, oppor
tunity should be given candidates to fit themselves for 

from by its own momentum, leaving the hopper, ejector, the theoretical patt of the examination by the establish
and discharge pipe practically empty. ment of a preparatory school at the Naval Academy or 

The ashes being thrown out in a liquid condition at one of the navy yards. 
with great force clear of the vessel, no matter what the A certain proportion of the vacancies occurring in 
state of the weather may be, they will not be deposited the ra�k of ensif\'n each year . should be regarde� as 
on any part of the vessel, either above or below the belongmg to thIS class of candIdates, and the examma
water hne, and thus passengers passing fore and aft 

I 
tion of warrant officers should be held earlier in the 

will not be soiled or drenched when the ashes are being year than July 1. in order that graduates of th e acade
discharged. my could be assigned to such of these vacancies as re-

One of the important features which the apparatus mained unfilled after the s�ccessful warrant otlicer can
pOsse�e!l i� tba.t it takell UP little room a.nd can be didates bad been COmmisslOlled. 
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In connection with this subject of advancing war
rant officers to commissioned rank, consideration for 
the engineering force should not be lost sight of by al
lowing it to be overshadowed by the larger and more 
prominent seaman class. A grade of warrant-officer
machini"t should be created for the artificer branch of 
the service, into which enlisted machinists could be 
advanced under rules and regulations similar to those 
practiced in ael vancing petty officers of the seaman class 
to the dignity of warrants. 

These warranted machinists should be on an absolute 
equalit,y with the other warrant officers in regard to 
pay, quarters, uniform, etc., and equally with them 
should they have the privilege of competing for com
missions in their own corps. The number of ouch war
ranted machinists could be established by making it 
bear the same ratio to the number of commissioned en
gin8flrs that the number of seamen warrant officers 
bears to the number of commissioned line officers, and 
the number of them entitled to commissions annually 
should bear a similar ratio to the number of line war
rant officers advanced to ensigns. 

The number of warrant officers in our navy compared 
with the number of commissioned officers is propor
tionately much less than in some of the other well-or
ganized navies, and by increasing the number by ad
vancing worthy petty officers we would not only be 
increasing the inducements for enlisted service. but 
would be following the example of successful naval or
ganizations as well. 

It cannot be denied that many of the duties now fall
ing upon commissioned officers could be performed as 
well, if not better, by warrant officers, whose training 
has been practical rather than theoretical, and this 
being the case, it would be in the interest of efficiency 
as well as economy to gradually replace many of the 
commissioned officers now in the service by the less-or
namental but more useful warrant officer. 

HYDRAULIC MINING.* 
Water-IJistributing and f1ravel- Washing Appara

tus.
-While the dam and the ditch with its appurte

nances are being constructed, the gravel-washing and 
the gold-saving implements and apparatus should be 
gotten on the ground and put in place, the point where 
they are to be located being immediately under and in 
close proximity to the lower end of the ditch. At its 
lower extremity the ditch empties itself into a section 
of flume, at the end of which is situated the bulkhead 
or pressure box, a large oblong receptacle, built of 
strong planks ann so called because the head or pres
sure of the water is here measured. 

Connected with or located immediately above this 
structure is the sand box, a square compartment sunk 
several feet below the floor of the flume, the design of 
this box being to catch any sand or fine gravel coming 
down the ditch. such material, when it reaches this 
point, falling into the sink, being the depressed por
tion of the box, and is there retained. Through a gate 
at the side of the box this stuff is discharged as often 
as its accumulation makes it necessary. If much sand 
is allowed to enter the sand pipe, it tends to impair the 
efficiency of its action. 

The pressure box, with a width of about six feet, va
ries in length from ten to thirty feet, a greater length 
being required when it has two feed pipes to supply, 
also where the sand box forms a part of it. For the 
sand box a wooden apron is placed in the bulkhead 
and so arranged that it catches the sand and drops it 

GIANT PLAYING- ON CAVED BANK. 

The matter of the comfort of the men, and sometimes 
of the officers, on board ship is not giVeR sufficient con
sideration by the designers. Of course a war ship 
must fulfill several important conditions as to speed, 
coal endurance. weight of battery, etc'-1 but the com
fort of the men who have to handle ana fight the ship, 
a matter that directly affects the efficiency of the whole 
fabric, is too often made subordinate to everything 
else .. or is even not considered at all. Officers familiar 
witn ship life know that a crew that is comfortably into a chamber below, which is supplied with a dis
messed and berthed is a good crew, and that one in charge gate. A gate is set at the upper end of the 
whi�h the men have to swing two or three deep and to pressure box to prevent any floating stuff entering it. 
" wolf" their food out of tin pans on the deck is an un- There should be water enough in this box to cover the 
comfortable, discontented, and poor one, which no supply pipe to a depth of several feet, that no air, or 
amount of drill and training can make really efficient. as little as possible. be carried into it, to which end 

A few words as to the proper source of supply of sea- this box is usually divided into two compartments, the 
men for our new navy will not now be out of place. water being brought into a placid state in the upper 
There is a popular belief throughout the country that before it enters the lower one. That the water supply 
men who dwell along the sea coasts constitute the only and exhaust be kept in equilibrium as near as may be, 
element fit for service in the navy, a belief that was es- a waste gate should be placed in the flume above. 
sentially correct so long as sails were the motive power The main supply pipe starting from the bulkhead 
of war ships, but is now sadly out of date. AI- should descend to the washing pit with as Jew deflec
though sails have now passed away for naval purposes, tions, rises or depressions as possible, as these not only 
there is still a powerful faction in the navy that clings 'tend to retard the pa ssage of the water through the 
to this old idea, and by giving it publicity serves to dis- pipe, but also promote the collection of ail' within it, 
courage the very element that we most need from en-' rendering an explosion imminent. To obviate this 
tering the service. at all times, and to gnard against it when filling the 

Only a few months ago it was stated in a letter pub- pipe, at which time it is much increased, air valves are 
lished in this magazine that the proper element to to be placed at suitable intervals along it. Alllarge 
draw upon for sailors to man ships m case of war "is water pipes should be equipped wit.h a sufficjent nu.m
found among fishermen and stevedores." It is high ber of air valves, these escapes bemg prOVIded wIth 
time that this idea is exploded; fishermen and steve- brass floats, as the wooden ones are spt to swell, and 
dores may have been excellent material for men-of-war's becoming wedged in the valves, the pressure of the air 
men in the days of sailing frigates, but that day is now without is insufficient to press them down. When the 
done. The man on shipboard now, whatever his rating bank down which the pipe has to be carried has much 
may be, who can weld the broken ends of an iron bar inclination it should be placed on a stout framework, 
is infinitely more useful to the ship than is the man and, besides being braced on both sides, should be 
who can splice a rope. In dealing with this same sub- heavilv weighted with bowlders as a security against 
ject of seamen for a modern navy, that eminent French any niovement, which, should it occur, m ight cause 
authority, the late M. Gabriel Charmes, wrote as fol- much inconvenience and possibly serious damage. 
lows: 

"Even if born on a sailing ship, a native of the coast * This article was ,Prepared by the late Dr, De Groot for the Eleventh 
would not an'" the more be fitted for handling the Report of the State Mmeralogist, Just issued; but its publication with that 

J of much other valuable matter was p�evented by the neceBBity of reyis!on 
engines than any ordinary conscript. The complicated and omission, so that the volume mIght be reduced to reasonable lImIts, 
engines on board a mudern vessel would puzzle him It covers familiar ground, but is, on the whole, a complete and careful re
quite as much; he would be just as awkward and just view of the industry and hydraulic mining methods. The article has been 

as difficult to teach. To have breathed the sea air ����::g. to Tlw Mining and Scientijlc Press by State Mineralogiat J. J. 

froUl his earliest youth would avail him nothing. 
Long cruises, interminable voyages which could only 
be endured by those accustomed from youth upward 
to live between sea and sky, have given place to a new 
style of navigation exacting more intelligence than 
strength or perseverance. In this way the best sea
men are as often secured by conscription as by mari
time inscription, or rather a great Tllany more are se
cured by the former than by the latter. The towns
man makes a better gunner than the fisherman does, 
and is still better if he happen to be a workman or a 
mechanic." 

When it is understood hy the public that the mill 
men of Pittsburg and Birmingham orthe engine build
ers of Detroit and Milwaukee are wanted in the navy 
in preference to the fishermen of New Bedford and 
Marblehead, we may hope to get men who will not be 
entirely fish out of water in the complicated compart
lIIents of a modern war vessel and who, under the 
direction of a gun captain who is a machinist rather 
than a sailor, will not ruin the fine mechanism of a 
gun mount by Rcrnbbing it with sand and canvas" to 
make it shine." No disrespect is lIIeant in these re
lllarks to the seafaring class of our citizens, which class 
under a different order of things for a long period main
tained the honor of our flag at sea. Such communities 
as that of Marblehead, for instance, which brave little 
town once con�ained six hundred widows as a result of 
the American revolution, and furnished almost all the 
men of the frigate Constitution during her glorious 
career in the war of 18121 may well rest on their laurels 
and accept the truth tnat the service has so changed 
as to need a different order of men to-day than they 
can supply. F. M. BENNETT, 

Passed AlSsistant Engineer U.S.N. , Member of the 
Society of SOliS of the American Revolution. 

This pipe for several joints at its upper end is much 
enlarged to insure a more free admission of water. 
Below that point it is all the way of uniform size, or as 
far down as the junction of the branch pipes, if any 
there are. In early times the letting on and shutting 
off of water was effected with a wooden gate, raised 
and lowered by means of a lever. For this crude and 
clumsy contri vance there has now been substituted in 
all large works the heavy cast-iron gate oRerated by a 
screw, powerful and easily manipulated. Everywhere 
now, on the dams, ditches and reservoirs and in the 
washing pits, t hese improved structures are in use, 
differing but little, except in size, and in this accord
ing to the service required of them. 

A powerful machine of this kind is employed for ad
mitting and shutting off water at the entrance of the 
main feed pipe. In the performance of this task care 
should be taken to let on the water gradually, as too 
great a rush might carry in so much air as to cause a 
disaster, this being a precaution to be always observed 
under similar circumstances, 

The size of the feed pipe depends on the quantity of 
water to be transmitted through it, a pipe 22 inches in 
diameter being sufficient to pass anywhere from 1,500 
to 2,000 miner's inches. When the quantity of water 
ranges from 3,000 to 4,000 inches a 30 inch pIpe should 
be chosen, the friction caused by the passage of the 
water being less, comparatively, in large than in small 
pipes. The iron used in the construction of these 
pipes varies from No. 16 to No. 11 and lower, according 
to the pressure to which they are to be subjected. For 
a 22 inch pipe No. 16 iron is usually employed for pres
sure up to 150 feet; No. 14 from 150 to 200 feet, and No. 
12 from 200 to 300 feet, the latter being about as great 
a head as the water is apt to be used under in hydrau
lic washing. For a' 30 inch pipe No. 14 iron has been 
found to answer for pressure up to 150 feet, and No. 12 
from 150 to 275 feet. 

Before being placed in position these and all other 
iron pipes to be used in connection with hydraulic min
ing should be immersed in liquid asphalt, such as is 
now being manufactured for this and similar purposes. 
Coal t.ar, with which these pipes were formerly coated, 
is now giving place to the asphalt preparation, it bav
ing been f«jund equally cheap and more efficacious. 

Formerly the lower end of the feed pipe was connect
ed with what was known as the distributer, a short 
cast iron box firmly anchored in the washing pit, the 
duty of which was to receive the water brought in by 
the feed pipe and distribute it to the several smaller 
pipes that lead to the giants or monitors, the number 
of these pipes correFpondingwith that of the machines 
to be suuplied with water. Being ponderous, costly 
and liable to burst, the distributer has come to be 
pretty generally discarded, the plan of connecting all 
distributing pipes directly with the main feeder, as 
now practiced, having superseded it. 

The accompanying plate presents a general view of a 
portion of the gravel-washing and the gold-saving ap
pliances located in and below the washing pit. 

To that part of the hydraulic apparatus connected 
with the final discharge of the water through nozzles, 
various names,chave been apnlied such as the" goose 
neck." "globe monitor," �'dicta:tor," •• deflector," 
.. knuckle joint," "little giant." etc. 

While certain of these names are suggestive of some 
property. feature or other peculiarity of the machine, 
more of them would seem to have no IiIpecial signifi
cance; although for each of these devices the inventor 
has claimed some peculiar merit, and HOt always with
out reason, only a few of the entire number are now 
much in use. 

For the information of those not posted in these mat
ters it should be explained that. in miner's parlance, 
the terms monitor, nozzle and giant mean all the same 
thing, they being applied to these several machines in· 
differently. and in the case of the nozzle, very impro
perly, as this is only an appendage of the apparatus, 
being only the projecting tube or nose through which 
the water makes its final escape. There is need for a 
specific name for these discharge pipes, which should 
designate and be confined to that portion of them by 
which these movements are directed and controlled, 
and thus the present confusion be avoided. 

These pipes range from four to nine inches inside 

COTTON cloth was first made in India, and was in 
use there as early as 2,343 years ago. About the year 
450 B.C., Herodotus spoke of this textile fabric, made 
from the trees of India which bore, as their fruit, 
fleeces surpassing in beauty and delicacy those of the 
jheep. 

HYDRAULIC MINING-GENERAL VIEW, SHOWING THE PLANT 

A, main pipe conducting water from bnlkhead to distributer; B B B, distributers; C, sluice; D, rim-rock 
tunnel; E, undercurrent; F, drop; G, grizzly. 
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